We address the issue of structured motif inference. This problem is stated as follows: given a set of n DNA sequences and a quorum q (%), find the optimal structured consensus motif described as gaps alternating with specific regions and shared by at least q × n sequences. Our proposal is in the domain of metaheuristics: it runs solutions to convergence through a cooperation between a sampling strategy of the search space and a quick detection of local similarities in small sequence samples. The contributions of this paper are: (1) the design of a stochastic method whose genuine novelty rests on driving the search with a threshold frequency f discrimining between specific regions and gaps; (2) the original way for justifying the operations especially designed; (3) the implementation of a mining tool well adapted to biologists'exigencies: few input parameters are required (quorum q, minimal threshold frequency f , maximal gap length g). Our approach proves efficient on simulated data, promoter sites in Dicot plants and transcription factor binding sites in E. coli genome. Our algorithm, Kaos, compares favorably with MEME and STARS in terms of accuracy.
Introduction
In the last fifteen years a lot of work has appeared in the literature which addresses the general topic of consensus motif inference (CMI) in a set of biological sequences (Gibbs sampling, 10, 16 Pratt, 9 CONSENSUS, 8 Teiresias, 14 
MEME,
2 PROJECTIONS, 4 Smile, 12, 6 Winnower, 13 Splash, 5 
STARS,
11 MoDEL, 7 ...). The reader is directed to some recent surveys 3, 11, 7 . Though the problem is incontestably not new, it remains an important and difficult one in sequence analysis. Exact algorithms are not convenient for large datasets or long sequences. Therefore, approximate algorithms have to be designed. There was room for an approach dedicated to the specific problem of structured motif inference. Let us first remind of a peculiar instance of the CMI problem, called the local multiple alignment problem (LMA). In its general form, this problem may be stated as follows: identify a set of sub-words {o i1 , o i2 , · · · , o ir i }, called occurrences, under the four following constraints: (1) any o ij verifies a similarity constraint with any other o ip ; (2) the occurrences have the same length; (3) each sequence s i contains 0 or 1 such occurrence o i k ; (4) there are at least q × n sequences s i contributing to the set of occurrences (quorum constraint). Generally, LMA algorithms output the set of occurrences, a position-specific scoring matrix (pssm) M and the consensus motif. For any character c of the DNA sequence alphabet A , M [c, j] yields the frequency of character c at position j over the set of occurrences. The consensus motif is computed as the word with the most frequent characters in the pssm M . But a central issue in post-genomics is the automatic discovery of functional biological motifs with the aim of identifying a structure common to a set of sequences. The structure may be described as specific regions alternating with gaps. Gaps are regions which contain no intrinsic information. Thus we are interested in structured local multiple alignments (SLMA s ). A structured motif is a word built on alphabet A ∪ {x}, where x denotes the wild-card character. A wild-card character in position j of the motif indicates that the frequencies of all characters in A are below a given threshold frequency, say, f . A gap is made up of contiguous wild-card characters. Here our concern is the retrieval of structured motifs such as ACTGxxxxCTTxxGGxxxAAGA, for example.
Naively deriving a structured consensus motif from the pssm built by a classical LMA method does not yield the optimal solution for large datasets or long sequences. Nevertheless, it is wise to benefit from an existing LMA algorithm for local similarity search. On the other hand, for systematic data mining purpose, one can not waste time with successive guesses at the putative structure. The number of input parameters for a search must be reduced: quorum (q); threshold frequency (f ); minimal motif length (minM otif Length), maximal gap length (g). Thirdly, we are aware of the robustness of stochastic methods in the domain of CMI (Gibbs sampler, 10 MEME,
). Finally, we wish to design an algorithm with a low memory cost. These motivations lead to our investigating a stochastic sampling strategy cooperating with an LMA algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces specific terminology and notions we use subsequently. Section 3 is dedicated to the presentation of our algorithm, Kaos. The discussion of the results obtained on simulated and biological data may be found in Section 4.
Definitions
For DNA sequences, the alphabet A is {A, C, T, G}. Definition 2.1. (LMA) Given n sequences s 1 , s 2 · · · s n built on alphabet A , an integer k and a similarity criterion, an LMA is a set of substrings o 1 , o 2 · · · o n of s 1 , s 2 · · · s n such that o 1 , o 2 · · · o n have common length k and maximize the similarity criterion. Note that an LMA is easily represented with a matrix. In the following, we will also call LMA any process yielding such a set of substrings.
Definition 2.2.
(pssm, support, hits) Let S = s 1 , s 2 · · · s n be n sequences built on alphabet A , let O = {o 1 , o 2 · · · o n } be an LMA of length k built from these sequences considering a given similarity criterion and let minSeq and minM otif Length be two integers. A pssm M associated with this LMA is any matrix of reals of size |A | × l (l ≥ minM otif Length) induced from a sub-matrix L of the LMA matrix as follows: L has at least minSeq lines and minM otif Length columns; M compiles the frequencies of the characters of A , for each column of L. The hits of the pssm M are the locations in the sequences of the sub-words aligned in L. These sub-words are the support of the pssm. We denote mask(M ) the string ∈ A l ∪ {x} verifying:
Definition 2.5. (gap)
A gap is any word built on alphabet {x} which is one of the longest substrings of contiguous wild-card characters in mask(M ).
The only constraint on the motif structure is g, the maximal gap length allowed.
holds if and only if the length of the longest gap in M 's mask is less than or equal to g for the threshold frequency f and this mask has no gap at either extremity.
3. Cooperation between a sampling strategy and an LMA 3.1. Moving in the pssm search space To solve a combinatorial optimization problem, all metaheuristics find a balance between search intensification (identifying solutions of better quality from known solutions) and search diversification (escaping from local optima). Our approach successively infers solutions through iterations considering small samples of m sequences chosen at random among the n initial sequences. If at least q × n sequences share a similarity, it is likely that q × m sequences in the samples share this similarity on average. The searched space E consists of pssm s . But we would emphasize that the definite originality of our method lies in the following points: (1) where Gibbs sampling, PROJECTIONS, MEME and CONSENSUS (at each of its iterations) consider pssm s for a given motif length and pssm s supported by the same number of sequences, on the contrary, our method considers the space of pssm s with minimal second dimension minM otif Length and minimal support size minSeq; (2) moreover, for structured motif inference purpose, we impose straightaway that we only move in the pssm sub-space where all elements verify property G(f, g). Each pssm represents a similarity shared by, say, r sequences belonging to the initial set. The higher r is, the more likely is the pssm the optimal solution. The objectives for the search are increasing the support size (quorum constraint) and optimizing a criterion C designed to evaluate the specificity of solutions.
Sketch of the algorithm 3.2.1. Sequence sampling and first intensification level
The sketch of the search is given in algorithm 1. Any iteration begins with the generation at random of two sequence samples S 1 and S 2 (line 3). The plug-in LMA software tuned with length w yields two LMA matrices of size m × w (line 4). An exact procedure is implemented to scan each of these matrices and identify the largest sub-matrices (with respect to the numbers of lines and columns) whose pssm s verify the constraint G(f, g). This procedure will be described in an extended version of the paper. At line 5, operator ⊗ processes each pair (s 11 , s 12 ) of S 11 × S 12 shifting one matrix with regard to the other one to identify a local similarity. As a result, the elementary operation s 11 × s 12 outputs the unique pssm s 2 (if it exists) which satisfies property G(f, g) and optimizes criterion C . s 2 is computed according to the formula:
. j 1 and j 2 are the columns of matrices s 11 and s 12 which contribute to the column j of matrix s 2 . n 11 and n 12 are the support sizes of s 11 and s 12 . Indeed, such computations need only be done for some shifts. The other shifts are efficiently rejected through straightforward focuses on the gaps in s 11 (or s 12 ) (starting with the longest ones), and the corresponding regions in s 12 (or s 11 ). Thus it is likely that the longest gaps in the potential solution corresponding to the current shift will be pointed out. For a given shift, optimization is performed through scanning L , the list of pairs (begin, end) for all gaps in s 11 and s 12 . This list is sorted in decreasing order with respect to the gap lengths. The principle of the optimization will be detailed in the extended version of the paper.
Starting points and second intensification level
If they are of sufficient quality with respect to criterion C , some elements of S 2 will be chosen as "starting points" for moving in the search space E (line 6). A starting point from S 2 will replace a "bad" current solution in S 3 . Moving in E is performed with the objective of maximizing the support sizes (see definition 2.2) of the current solutions in S 3 . Here, intensification is obtained with a second operator ⊕ (line 6) which compares the elements of all pairs in S 3 × S 2 : if a solution s 2 in S 2 has the same mask as a solution s 3 belonging to S 3 , then the support and frequencies of s 3 are updated. ⊕ is a specialized version of ⊗. Furthermore, if updating the frequencies for a given solution s * with support size above q × n only entails variations within a given percentage, say, 2%, then the convergence criterion is satisfied (line 7), the search stops and it yields the pair {s * , S 3 } which will be processed afterwards. Now the reader can understand that a "bad" solution s 3 in S 3 replaced with a starting point s 2 is characterized as follows: (1) it was not much reinforced by operator ⊕ through successive iterations and therefore it has a low support size; (2) s 2 scores over s 3 with regard to criterion C . To sump up, diversification by generation of starting points and intensification in E are simultaneous processes iterated until a convergence criterion is satisfied for a solution s * .
Justification of the operators implemented and the criterion optimized
To evaluate the pertinency of operator ⊗, we must check that it is unlikely that false positive solutions corresponding to local similarities might be retained in S 2 . If we call f 1 and f 2 the two frequencies involved in the formula Figure   1 shows variations of f 2 versus f 1 for 4 values of f and different values of ratio
under the constraint
The ratio values considered here are the 49 our Algorithm 1 Search(g, f, q)
Input: a set S of n sequences; maximal gap length g; minimal frequency f ; quorum q; sample size m. Output: answer 'Yes'/'No'; if 'Yes', a mask Mask, the corresponding pssm M , hits hits for at least q × n sequences. Search space: E, the set of pssm s verifying constraint G(f, g) Solution sets: S 1 1 , S 1 2 , S 2 and S 3 Operators: ⊗ and ⊕: P(E) × P(E) → P(E) (P(E): set of all subsets of E)
1: S 3 ← ∅ 2: repeat 3:
Step 1: generate at random from S two samples of m sequences respectively, S1 and S2. 4: identify at most n1 best solutions S 1 1 and at most n1 best solutions S 1 2 running plug-in algorithm LMA respectively on samples S1 and S2, under constraint G(f, g) and using criterion C .
5:
Step 2: identify at most n2 best solutions S 2 from S 1 1 ⊗ S 1 2 , under constraint G(f, g) and with respect to criterion C .
6:
Step 3: update S 3 with S 3 ⊕ S 2 and possibly new starting points from S 2 , under constraint G(f, g) and using criterion C . implementation works with (n 11 , n 12 ∈ [4, 10]; m = 10; minSeq = 4, see definition 2.2). As intuitively expected, the probability that the frequency f 1 = 25% of an aleatory character might be compensated by a sufficiently high value of
+ f , to yield a false specific character, drastically decreases as f increases. We draw vertical lines x = 25 ± 5% and horizontal lines y = 25 ± 5% to delimit areas for frequencies near to 25%. Through f = 60% to f = 90%, the two areas delimited intersect a decreasing number of lines y = h(x). with n 11 , n 12 ∈ [4, 10] are equiprobable, then the probability that an aleatory character in s 11 compensates the same character in s 12 , to yield a specific character in s 2 , decreases from 0.45 to 0 (0.29 for f = 72%; 0.12 for f = 75%).
With this knowledge, we study the behaviour of operator ⊗ in the three cases: TP × TP, FP × TP, FP × FP, where FP denotes a false positive solution (a local similarity) and TP corresponds to a sub-optimal solution. The optimal solution is a similarity shared by n × q sequences at least and a TP only differs from the optimal solution by some false wild-card or specific characters. Table 3 in Appendix details our reasoning, which is based on conclusion 3.1. We draw the following conclusion from the comparison of columns 3, 3', 5 and 5' of Table 3 (see lines 3, 6 and 9): Conclusion 3.2. Table 3 shows that crossing operands one of which at least is a false positive solution is likely to entail the generation of wild-card characters whereas specific characters are generated instead if both operands are true positive solutions.
Operator ⊗ implements shifts of a pssm with respect to another pssm. If one of the operands at least is a FP, it is unlikely that many specific characters of both pssm s correspond. Were it the case for a pair of specific characters of both operands for a given shift, it is unlikely that these specific characters would be identical. So the cases mentioned at (6,2) and (9,2) in Table 3 are highly improbable. As a consequence of this and conclusion 3.2, conclusion 3.3 is stated as follows: Conclusion 3.3. Crossing operands (s 11 × s 12 ) one of which at least is a false positive solution is likely to yield a pssm whose mask has wild-card characters in the majority. The resulting pssm will be rejected because of the presence of gaps at extremities or because they do not verify the maximal gap length constraint.
The criterion C can not be the usual log-likelihood ratio 1 because contrary to other LMA methods, our pssm s are not supported by the same numbers of sequences. Conclusion 3.3 gives a strong motivation to reward solutions with the following criterion:
Final processing 3.4.1. Motif assembling
At line 8, among the solutions in S 3 , some may be false positive solutions while others may correspond to sub-regions of the final consensus motif, either strictly included in the sub-region corresponding to s * , overlapping it or totally disjointed from it. Procedure motifAssembling chooses s * as a first "reference" and refines it. Then it finds the solution in S 3 having the greatest number of co-occurring hits with the reference and satisfying quorum constraint. This solution is refined in its turn and is used as the new reference. This process is repeated until no such reference can be identified. The procedure will be detailed in the extended version of this paper.
Estimation of the motif statistical significance
It is not a rule that all functional biological motifs should necessarily be less represented than other words in a dataset. Anyway, we must estimate the statistical significance of the motif predicted. We consider a motif of length l with ns specific characters. The probability that such a motif occurs by chance at least one time in each of n sequences of maximal size t, with at most d mismatches relative to the specific characters, is approximated by
Complexity
We chose MoDEL   7 as the plug-in LMA software for its rapidity. The complexity of an LMA performed with MoDEL is O(m t w b) where w is the chosen length for the local alignment, b is the intrinsic number of iterations for this method (default value is 45), m is the size of the sequence samples and t is the maximal length for the n sequences. We suppose that the convergence for procedure Search(g, f, q) is obtained at u th iteration. The complexity is then O(u m t w b + λ 2 n 3 2 n) where λ is the maximal number of hits per sequence for any of the n 3 solutions in S 3 . The memory cost is O(2 n 1 + n 2 + n 3 ) (n λ + w) where n 1 and n 2 are the sizes of S 11 and S 2 . Due to space limitation the corresponding proofs will be published in the extended version of the paper.
Experimental results

Simulations
Generating a consensus motif at random, we also generated n×q occurrences, blurred them with mismatches (in the specific regions only) and inserted them in n aleatory generated sequences. We compared the retrieved consensus motif with the real one and computed statistics: cover (Is the whole motif retrieved?) and exactness (Are there errors?) (not detailed here). Table 1 includes more details on the false wild-card or the false specific characters predicted. For some tests (b, c, d and e), we adapted to our concerns the socalled challenge motif problem stated by Pevzner and Sze
13
. The first conclusion to draw from Table 1 is that our method is accurate. The lowest average exactness is 0.92, obtained for motif a and c under rather hard conditions: q = 70%; f = 80%. The cover is quite satisfying too: it never drops below 0.90. On the other hand, we never encounter more than one false wild-card character or one false specific character on average, except for b 2 and c 2 (respectively 1.03 and 1.02 false wild-card characters).
A second benchmark was designed to study whether tuning the parameter g (maximal gap length) with different values alters the results. The benchmark consists of 50 sequences generated at random (length in [50, 300]) and containing CTACTxxxATCCTTGGGxxxxxxxxTCGTxxxAAACTTGCTAGATTCAGGGAxxxGAC-GGAGGGTA whose longest gap has length 8. Successively tuning g to 8, 15 and 25 does not alter the quality of the ouputs obtained for 20 runs.
Biological benchmarks
Finally we ran Kaos on the biological datasets collected for STARS evaluation 17, 18 . The motifs considered consist of (1) . We compared MEME, STARS and 20 runs of Kaos under the constraints q = 100% and f = 80%. To test our method with quorum q = 70% (and f = 80%), we replaced 30% of the sequences in the initial datasets (1) and (3) with as many sequences of the same lengths chosen at random in the adequate genomes. Then we compared 20 runs of Kaos with MEME, which allows the retrieval of zero or one occurrence of the motif per sequence. We had to convert MEME's outputs into structured motifs for comparison purpose. We compared the lengths of the motifs and the locations of false wild-card/specific characters for the motifs predicted by Kaos and any other algorithm. We conclude that in both cases (q = 100% and q = 70%) Kaos is as efficient as MEME and STARS (see extended version).
Then we tested the behaviour of Kaos when the quorum decreases. We chose a difficult case: the binding sites for PurR protein (18 sequences, 44592 nucleotides) (see Table 2 ). From 90% to 70% all solutions found by Kaos are consistent with the real motif, with each other and with MEME's results. 60% is the quorum value below which MEME and Kaos retrieve a consensus depending on the sequences generated at random. 
Note: The maximal gap length g is set to 5. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) refer to various motifs. In each subcase (a i ), 100 sequences of lengths ranging from 50 to 300 have been generated under quorum (q%) and minimal frequency (f %) constraints. In cases (b), (c), (d) and (e), 20 sequences of length 600 have been generated. Average values for cover (co), exactness (ex) and number of false wild-card/specific characters (fw/fs) predicted have been computed for 100 runs. Bottom section: statistical significance. n is the number of sequences of size t, l is the motif length, ns is the number of specific characters, d is the maximal number of mismatches observed per occurrence. For motif (a) different values of d were encountered in the worst cases (f = 70%). 
STARS
GCxAxCGTTTTC Kaos
GxAAxCGxTTxC (7) AxGxAAxCGxTTxC (10) GxAAxCGxTTxCxT (12) AxGxAAACGxxTxC (6) ‡ AxGxAAACGTTTxCxT (13) † AxGxAAACGxTTxC (1) CGxAAACGTTTxCxT (8) CAAAxGTxTCxGT (7) CGCAAxCGxTTxC (9) CxAACGTxTTxGT ( 
Conclusion
We presented a novel method for SLMA under minimal specific character frequency, maximal gap length and quorum constraints. pssm convergence is obtained in an original way: strengthening (literally merging) the best candidates satisfying frequency and gap constraints, which definitely distinguishes our algorithm from all known methods. Kaos is robust with regard to the following criteria: maximal gap length specified with too high a value, parameters q and f . Besides, our method has a low memory cost. Finally, our software is easy to use since only three input parameters are required and the maximal gap length may be overestimated. Our results show that it is worth doing future work. The next step will consist in examining which parts of the algorithm may be speeded up. A more thorough examination of the choice for scoring functions is also one of our future tasks.
